Overcoming Workforce Hardships

Hosted by Boeing Familia Southern California
Chapters: El Segundo, Long Beach, Seal Beach and Huntington Beach

• Thursday, April 22nd 2021 from 12PM to 1PM PST

• WebEx Link
Copy link into browser: https://boeing.webex.com/boeing/j.php?MTID=m75074e5c2dd5af58f2a2bca74bbe951c

• Meeting Number: 144 046 7423
• Password: Boeing2021

Many businesses and people have been through so much due to COVID-19 as well as the aviation industry. This can really affect employees' emotional and mental states and can hinder their work and health. We will be hosting a round table discussion with various Boeing employees on how the pandemic affected their mental health and work and how they are coping and overcoming their hardships.